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1. Introduction. In this paper, we are concerned with energy decay estimates for
solutions of the biharmonic equation in a semi-infinite cylinder with nonzero bound-
ary conditions on the finite end. Decay estimates for various energies are derived
and compared.

Saint-Venant's principle in the context of plane elastostatics has been investigated
by many authors [1-5]. Various types of arguments are employed to establish energy
decay estimates for the resulting biharmonic equation in a semifinite strip. It is,
however, not yet known how to employ a simple technique to yield a sharp decay
rate—one which approximates the exact decay rate and makes effective application
of Saint-Venant's principle possible.

Although the analogous three-dimensional biharmonic problem does not have the
same elasticity interpretation as its counterpart in the plane, it is nevertheless of
mathematical interest to try to extend the decay results in R2 to analogous results in
R3. In this paper, we derive and compare decay estimates using both direct analogues
of known arguments for the two-dimensional case and new techniques. In §3 we
derive exponential decay estimates for the first-order energy and the second-order
energy. Then we establish an alternate energy decay estimate in §4. An equivalence
between the first-order energy and the second-order energy is derived in §5. Finally,
we establish upper bounds for the total energies in terms of the given boundary data
on the finite end. As we shall see, although there is an obvious similarity between
the plane biharmonic equation and the spatial biharmonic equation, our arguments
in this paper are quite different from those of [1-3], Meanwhile, the techniques and
results of this paper could be extended to the case of arbitrary dimension.

2. Preliminary results. Let R be the interior of a semi-infinite cylinder whose
cross section D is bounded by one or more piecewise smooth simple closed curves.
Choose Cartesian coordinates x{, x2, and x} with the origin as one end of the
cylinder and the x3-axis parallel to the generator. Let 0 be a smooth solution of the
biharmonic equation

AA0 = 0 on R = D x [0, oo) (2.1)
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4>{xl, x2, x3) = — = 0 on dD; (2.4)
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subject to the boundary conditions

4>{xx ,x2,0) = f(x{, x2), (x, ,x2)eD\ (2.2)

<p 3(xt, x2, 0) = g(x,, x2), (x,,x2)eZ>; (2.3)
dcfi
dn

4> 3 </»,, -♦ 0 (uniformly in (x, , x2) e D) as x3 —► oo (2.5)

where / and g are prescribed functions satisfying

/=*=^ = §f = ° °naD <2-6)
and d/dn represents the outward normal derivative at points of the boundary dD.
Throughout, subscripts repeated with Latin symbols have the range 1,2,3 and
with Greek symbols the range 1 , 2 ; a comma denotes partial differentiation:

, d(f>
+-i =a7/

In what follows, we shall assume that a solution of the system (2.1)—(2.5) which is
four times continuously differentiable on the closure R of R exists. The point sets
{(x,, x2, x3)|(x,, x2, x3) € R, x3 > z > 0} are denoted by Rz, and so R0 = R .
For each fixed z > 0, £>, denotes the cross section of R containing the points
(Xj , x2, z).

Before proceeding to establish the main results, it is convenient to assemble here
some auxiliary results.

Lemma 2.1. Let 4> be a solution of the system (2.1)-(2.5); then Dx4>\gD = 0, where
Dx4> denotes the gradient of (f> with respect to (x,, x2).

Lemma 2.2 (Conservation Law). For any solution of the system (2.1)- (2.5), we have

L 1 2 1
^,3^,333 ~ 2^'33 + 2^ 'a^ 'aP ~ dA = const. (2.7)

Furthermore, if we assume that 4> 333 = 0( 1), as x3 -+ oo, then

dA = 0. (2.8)JD |^,3^,333 2^'33 + 2^'a^^.a3^,a3

Lemma 2.1 is obvious, and Lemma 2.2 is the direct analogue of the two-dimen-
sional result (see, e.g., Horgan [3]).

Now, let us recall some Poincare inequalities required in subsequent calculation.
(i) If <p{xx, x2) e C'(D), <p\dD = 0, then

[ (p2dx{dx2<j- f <p n(p adx{dx2 (2.9)
JD A\ JD '

where A, is the first eigenvalue in the two-dimensional fixed membrane problem. A
lower bound for A, is given by the Faber-Krahn inequality [8]

A, > njl/\D\
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where j0 is the smallest positive zero of the Bessel function J0(y) U0 = 5-783) and
|Z)| represents the area of domain D.

(ii) If cp(xl, x2) 6 C2(D), <p = Dtp = 0 on dD, then

f 9,a9.adx lA> ̂  ^1^2- (2"10)

Here A > X2 , where a2 is the second eigenvalue in the fixed membrane problem [9],
(iii) If <p(xx, x2) satisfies the same conditions as in (ii), then

J^<p2dxldx2<^J^<paptpafidxldx2 (2.11)

where Q > > k2Xx [9].

3. Exponential decay estimates for the E{(z) and E2(z). We define

Ei(z)=[ t.vt.ijdV, z> 0, (3.1)
JRZ

E2(z) = [ 4* jj3(t> jji dV, z> 0. (3.2)
JR1

We call £,(z) the first-order energy and E2(z) a second-order energy. We first
derive exponential decay for E2(z); then we show that Ex(z) has the same decay
rate as E2(z) .

It is clear that

E2{z)=[ t.ijjit.nW
Rz Rz

~ ~ Jd & Jl't* ,i33^ ~ fR (^,073^, l\idV

= — 2 (0,13^,,3) ,3^ + ,3^

= _2Hz fD ̂ ><*0^>ap + <f>i3)dA

(3.3)

and

E'l(z) = ~ f <l>,ij3<l>,ij3dA- (3*4)

We now establish

Theorem 3.1. Let <f> be a solution of the system (2.1)—(2.5); then E2(z), Ex{z)
satisfy the inequalities

E2{z) < E2{0)e~°-66^z, z > 0, (3.5)

Ex{z) < ^-E2{0)e~OM^riZ, z > 0. (3.6)
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Proof. Let K be an as yet undetermined positive constant. Upon using Eqs. (3.3),
(3.4), and the arithmetic geometric mean inequality, we get

fl1/2
^ ' ' ' ,dAE2w+Kx;"1E'Jw<-j-]ii

r

+ ~2s~ JD

Id ^,33^,333 ̂ _ ^1 Jd &,003^,ap3^A

-2KX-112 j ^ia33^ia33dA-KX~X,2\ $ dA.
J D JD

Applying the Conservation Law, we obtain

jD

a!/2

= -ek\'2
C g^l/2 /• i*

J $> 30 333 dA 2 J (j) 2$ dAeA.i J <p a3(p a3 dA.

Making use of the arithmetic geometric mean inequality once again, we get

-It ^ o 1-1

-£/lJ/2 f <j> 3<j> 333dA<eX\12 ̂ f 4>2idA + f <t>2mdA
Jdz ' ' ^ Jdz ' ^ Jdz '

r A1/2 /* v>r1/2 /*
— Jd (j> 33(f) J3J dA < -~y (j) i3dA^ J^ <p333

Then, using inequalities (2.9)-(2.11), we get

e2(z) + kx;II2e'2(z) < X\x'2 (-K + l + ^J^ 4>2333

+ A, 1/2 ̂ -2.K + 2^+ 2) JD ^>«33^,a33^

+ A71/2 + + l + J 4>taf34>tard4.'/2 [ -f< + £^l 1 _L 4.
1 \ 2jSQ 2e A J JD *

(3.7)
Now, we choose appropriate positive constants e, /?, 7, and /C such that

-K + | + y<0, (3.8)

-2K + ± + £<0, (3.9)

-* + |fe + S + XSa <3'10>
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2Since Q > AA, >Xx, A > X2 > A,, we need only solve the following inequalities:

+ (3.11)

<3'12)

K>fp + ±+e. (3.13)
Among all such constants satisfying the constraints (3.11)—(3.13), we desire the

choice that minimizes K and so, by (3.7), maximizes the estimates decay rate of
E2(z) . Since, from (3.13), a lower bound for K is

2
^2+V~2>V~2'

the smallest value of K will be not less than sfl. If we make the choice
1 1 _ 16 V2' 4' 7 5'

then it is easily seen that
/sT = 72 + ^ = 1.514.

Hence, from (3.7), we conclude that E2(z) satisfies the differential inequality

E2(z) + 1.514A~1/2£'2(z) < 0, z > 0. (3.14)

Inequality (3.5) follows by integrating (3.14). To establish (3.6), we recall (3.3); it
follows that

-\tz J^.afit.afi + txWZEWe-0-66^1. (3.15)
Now integrate both sides of (3.15) from z to oo to get

fD (f + *?33)dA < 3.028A71/2JE2(0)e~°-66v^z. (3.16)

We now introduce the notation

E3(z)= f \A<f> <3\2 dV = f <j>; m4>; jj3 dA, z > 0,
J R J R

and note that

and

JD <l,,aP<t},aPdA = jD

E2(z) - E3(z) = 2 f 0 a330 (,33 dV — 2 /* ^aa3^aa3dv
Jrz Jrz

(0,a3^,a33) ,3 ̂  ~ ^ + 2 [ </> ̂ (j> J33 dV
jRz J Rz JRz

= ~Tzl
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Hence, we obtain

<t> *dA< EJz) < EJ0)e~O66^r,z. (3.17),al - 2\ ) - 2

An integration of (3.17) from z to oo yields

2 f 4> 30 }dA < 3.028A71/2jE2(0)£>_0'66^I'z. (3.18)
•/dz

Combining (3.16) and (3.18), we obtain the cross-sectional energy integral estimate

fDW,a^,aP + 2cfr^<fi^ + 4>]u)dA< 6.056^ll2E2(0)e-OM^z. (3.19)

Integrating (3.19), we arrive finally at

Ex{z)< ^2(0),-°-66^, z > 0, (3.20)
i

which is (3.6).

4. An alternative energy estimate. In [7] the authors introduced a weighted energy
integral in treating a similar problem for the Navier-Stokes equations. It has some
advantages particularly in dealing with more complicated equations. We make use
of this technique in this section to derive alternative energy estimates.

We first define the weighted energy

EJz) = J™ jf ({ - zry^dV. Z > 0, (4.1)

where a is a positive parameter. Since we already know that £\(z) decays expo-
nentially, we know that this weighted integral exists.

Obviously, we have

Efa(z) = -(2 + a)f (£-z)Q+y,7f,7</F. (4.2)
jRz

Now, we derive the decay estimates for Ea(z):

Ea(z)= - jf (£-z)°+2fy,f f</K-(2 + a)jf (£-z)Q+yi30

= -(2 + a)f — z)a+l (j) j3<f) {dV + (2 + a) f (£ - z)a+X <t> ^ dV
J Rz J R7

= -2(2 +a) f (£-z)a+V ^ .</K

-(2 + a)(l+a) / (£-z)> ^dV
Jr,

(4.3)

= /,+/,.
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Now

1/2
72<(2 + a)(l+a) ^ (£ _ z)a+V33 dV ■ (f - z)a V'rfK

< (2 + ̂ i+a) bf (^-z)a+V233 ̂ ^

On the other hand, we have

[ (£-z)a~V J adV
Jr2 • '

a J Rz

- §jf «-*)> ,■^
< | W K - -jRd-

Combining (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain

1/2

/ \ 1/2
2(2 + a)(l + a) ( f >a+i,2 „7 \/2< —7p  (Z-z) <t>,33dV]

a\f^\

X f [ (£ - z)a+1 (j) ̂ 4> aidV
1/2

1/2

(4.4)

(4.5)

(4.6)

For /, , upon using Schwarz's inequality, we have

/, < 2(2 +«) [jf ({ - zf+V 4>,a3dV- fK « -

+ 2(2 + a) U ({-zrv,,#.^ is' - -f'Vjrfr

< U((- [((-

Combining (4.3), (4.6), and (4.7) and applying the arithmetic geometric mean in-

1/2 (4.7)

1/2



v/A

< (2 +a)
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equality, it follows that

Ea{z)<1{2 + a)\l + 2a) 17 (Z-z)l+a4>\3dV .[ {H-z)a+X4> a,K3dv
aVAl 1JrZ ' jR:

fR (f 4>,dr ■

" +2"V' f K-z)"+V2j,dV
JR.

+7xL«-zr'*^-°>dv + 7Koh!'i-zr'*-°>4,-°>dv.

Now, choose appropriate positive numbers e and a such that

(1 + 2a)e _ 1
ayTJ" \/Xa '

(4.8)

(4.9)

as/X~\E v/A VA a

Solving the algebraic equations (5.9), (5.10), we get

l+2a +^= = -^. (4.10)

Then (4.8) implies

o = JlXjm+2a)la)2 A + A,]l/2. (4.11)

Ea(z)<--~-E'a(z), z> 0. (4.12)

Integrating (4.12), we obtain

EJz) < Ea(0)e~VX,'z = EJ0)e K'z (4.13)

where

K. = X/2A1/J((1 + 2a)/a)2 +X./K. (4.14)M — v *-"•!/ y u' 1 i

When a = 1 , we have

£,(z) < Ex(0)e~^zl^JK.

For a » 1 , we obtain

Ea(z) < Ea{0)e V^z/V4+£+ai/a ( (4.15)

where e is an arbitrary small positive number.
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Therefore, we have

Theorem 4.1. Suppose 0 is a solution of the system (2.1)-(2.5). Let a be any
positive number; then the energy Ea(z) satisfies the inequality

Ea(z) < Ea(0)e~K'z, z >0, (4.16)

where A^, is defined by (4.14).
Specifically, if a = 1, then the energy Ea(z) satisfies

Ex(z) < £,(0)e~^z/^9+*'/A. (4.17)

Since in this method the number of dimensions comes into the estimates only
rough the eigenvalues A, and A,

where A = 4A,, we find in this case
through the eigenvalues A, and A, if we consider the analogous problem in R2

^2^237 2\fl n
1 r — . i - VT7 yffi h

' A0(1+2 a)/a)2

where h is the width of the member. Thus for a large the decay rate K{ approaches
2^/2/\lnh~{ . But it is not as sharp as those found by Knowles [1] or Horgan [3].

5. The equivalence and bounds of energies. In [1] Knowles introduced the "higher-
order energy" E2(z) for the biharmonic equation in a semi-infinite strip. His aim
was to make use of a judicious combination of El(z) and E2(z) in order to improve
the energy decay rate. It is easy to show that Ex(z) and E2(z) have the same decay
rate, since there exists an equivalence between Ex(z) and E2(z).

Lemma 5.1. Let <f> be a solution of the system (2.1)—(2.5); then for any z >0, the
following inequality holds:

/ 4> ^<t> ,„dv <\ t (<!>.,,*,»„ +<?,»)&. (5.1)

Proof. It is clear that

/ tu^ijdv = -f ■}).*<*
J Rz J Rz

= -lf (Z-zW^^dV
J R,
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Hence, we get

2

<4 [ {Z ~ zf<t> ip<t> i^dV
Jr2

= -*[ ^-zfcf, ijj3<t> i3dV-%( (t-z)4>ti334>,i3dv
J Rz J Rz

= 8 /" {Z-zWjjnt.sdV-* [ (Z-z)(<t>,*<!>,*),idV
Rz Rz

= -4 jT (£-z)(0 o/Jfa/,)3</K + 4 ̂  (£ - z)(4> a3<i> a3) dv

+ 4/ cfi i3<f> i3dV
Jrz ' '

= 4 Jr (^,0^,0^ + ^33)^'

and Lemma 5.1 follows directly.

Theorem 5.2. 2s,(z) and £2(z) satisfy the following inequalities for arbitrary z0 >
0:

£,(z)< 14U;1E2(z), (5.2)

zo£2(z + z0) < £i(z)- (5-3)

Proof. First, we prove (5.2).
By (3.5) of Theorem 3.1, we have the inequality

£2(z) <-1.514/17 1/2£,2(z), z^°-

IiL
2 c/z

The above inequality may be rewritten in the form

fD W.aftt.afi + ̂ )dA < -1.514A"1/2^(z). (5.4)

If we integrate both sides of (5.4) from z to 00, it follows that

Jd + ^33)^ < 3.028A71/2£2(z). (5.5)

Integrating (5.5) once again, we get

J + ̂ 33)^ < 3.028A"1/2 J™ E2(£) d£.
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If we make use of Lemma 5.1 and the above inequality, we obtain

£l(z)<4/" +JR,

/oo e2(Z) d£

= 6.056*;112 JD(<f> +

= - 6.056A-'/2 f {4>,a^,aP + <t>2^)^dV
jRz

~ 12.112A J ^ J {'P afjtp taf)3 + ^,33^,333)

1 — 1/2 r r
< 6.056-!— / 4> ij(j) ijdV + 6.056A71/2e / 4>,&<!>,&<&

& J Rz J Rz

for arbitrary positive £ . If we choose e = 12.112Aj~l/7 , then (5.2) follows.
Now, we prove (5.3). It is clear that

0 = f (£ - z)2M# 33 dV
Jrz

= fR ((( - lR « - rfF

-2/ ({-*)* m*
Jrz ' '

= jf (Z-zf^ ^ ^dV + 2 (Z-zW^^dV

+ 2 [ (£-z)(f> i30 -33 dV + 2 f <f> 33</> 33<fF
' ' •/ /?. '

= - JR « - 2Jr (« - z)^, ij'f' ,iji dV

-2 [ <t> i3<j> 3 + 2 f (j) 33</> 33 JF
•//?.. ' JRZ ' '

= ~ L ^ ~ 2)2 ̂-"idV + jR t.ifi.ij dV

-2/ 4 i34> i3dv + 2 [ <t>\3dv.
JRZ ' ' J R: '

The above equality reduces to

>f
J /?_ ,Z+ZQ

> 2q£2(z + Z0).

This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.
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For the weighted energy integral, we also have

Theorem 5.3. Ex(z) and E{{z) satisfy the relation

+ zsa (5-6)

Proof.

Ex{z) = f J
J Rz

= ({-z)Vm43^ «-2)Vjdr

= 3 f (Z- z)2</> Vj<pdV -3 [ K-z)U,„4>,,dV
JRZ JRZ {•>■')

= -e[ (£ - z)<t> ^dv-ef a - z)24> i3</> . dv
JRZ ' JRZ

= n[ (£ - z)<t> ^.dv + ef ({ - z)4> j adv + ef u ,dv
J Rz ' ' JR. ' J Rz

= I\ + h + 73-
For /, , apply the Holder inequality and Young's inequality ab < ea" + e~qlPbq to
get

/, < 12 ̂  (£-z)V3f3^ (^,3^3Wj

<12ej ({- z)34>,3^»i3dV+ <t>^4>^dV (5.8)

s xL {(~z)''l''J"dv+ikJR
Similarly, for I2 , we have

1/3 / \ 2/3

I2< 6 / (Z - z)3<f> J adV 1 I I 4>,J,adV

< 6i l « - z)\^,dV+ ^ /B_ #, „,rfK
Take e = A,/12 and cr = A/12, since A, < A; combining (5.7)-(5.9), we get

E,{Z) < i jf (J+ 2fa3f„,)<&-

<l El(z) + ^=El(z) + ef U, dV.
1 Wij 7k, ■

(5.9)
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Hence, we obtain

24v/3E^z) <^=El{z) +12 f U }dV
AiVXl Jrz '

^L?1(z) + 6t/' (f)2 3 dV + ~
i v i -/«2 ' ~

<~ A,

24y/3
^1 \Z^i

Now, choose r > 0 such that

t 2 f2L
Tx~rti or T vTT

Finally, we arrive at the conclusion of Theorem 5.3.
With Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 in mind, we know that either E2(z) or Ex{z) can be

bounded by E{(z), so what we need to derive is an upper bound for energy Ex(0)
only. We have

Theorem 5.4. The total E{ (0) can be bounded in terms of boundary data, i.e.,
Ex (0) satisfies the inequality

£,(0) < \ * S „tg,„,)dA

+ ? fvs.s.'+dA*\ /d(5«!+Agf+/!) dA-

Proof. Suppose y/ is a sufficiently smooth function satisfying the boundary con-
ditions:

y/ = (j)\ V,3 = 0,3 in O0; (5.10)

= ^ = 0 on 8D -, (5.11)
on

y/ 3, v ap —* 0 (uniformly in (jt,, x2) e D) as x3 —> oo. (5.12)

Upon using Schwarz's inequality, we get

= EX(0) f VjjVjjdV.
Jro

On the other hand, we note that

£](0) = ~ f <t> i<t> ,3 dA + [ (j) ui(t)dA.
JDn ' ' Jd'
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But

J 4>JJyiijdV= I' WjjVjjdV-f

= -/ <j> i3y/ tdA+ 4> ijjy/dA
Jd0 • ' Jd0 '

= ~ [ <t> ,30 tdA+ I (f> 3jj<t>dA
Jd0 ' ' Jd0

= £,(0).

Hence, we have

£,(0)< f VjjVjjdV.
jRo

We set
y/(x{, x2, x3) = (/ + x3g + rx3f)e~rX}

where r is a positive constant to be determined later.
It is easy to verify that y satisfies all of the boundary conditions (5.10)—(5.12).

It remains to calculate an upper bound for E, (0). By calculating, we obtain

£'<o)sf
= 27 jy,apf,ap + 2S, a + r\2S + rff]dA

+ ^2 jy.ap^,afi + rf,ap) - rS,a(g,a + rfa)

r3(2g + rf)(g + rf)]dA

+ fDU8,afi + rf,ali)(S,nlS + rfafi)
+ r (g a + rf a){g a + rf a) + r (g + rf) ]dA.

If we take r = 1, we are led finally to the conclusion of Theorem 5.4.
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